FACTSHEET

B USHL A N D C OR R I DOR S
What You Will See: An early farm house, original land grants,
a mysterious grave, remnant bushland including Forest Red
Gum woodland and heathland, waterways and water birds.
The Rouse Hill area was settled early in Sydney’s history. The
first land grant in this area was to Governor William Bligh in
1806. Richard Rouse was the next landowner in 1813.
Distance: 4.4 kilometres.
Grade: Easy
Time: Two hours
Facilities: Playgrounds at William Harvey Reserve and Milford
Drive Reserve
Track Status: Paved paths and some grassed areas
Starting Point: Rouse Hill Community Centre car park
Aberdour Avenue, Rouse Hill
Safety Information
This is a general safety guide for participants undertaking
suggested self-guided bush walks.Walking in council
reserves and other bush locations provides a great
opportunity for relaxation and the exploration of local
environs. However, its important to always be prepared.
Plan your walk
•
Research your walk and check everyone is comfortable
with the planned route
•
Walk in groups – in an emergency one of you might
need to wait with the injured person while the other
gets help.

•
•

•
•

AT ROUSE HILL

Check the difficulty. Some walks include steep terrain.
If you’re unsure of the difficulty, contact council.
Check weather forecasts and reserve conditions
and be aware that weather conditions can change,
especially during the long fire season.
Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) http://www.bom.gov.au/nsw/forecasts/
Rural Fire Service Map - https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/
fire-information/fires-near-me

Tell somebody
•
Give route details to your friends and family. Tell them
about any medical conditions and when to expect you
back, and check in with them when you return.
Stay on track
•
Walking tracks are not always signposted or
maintained, so please take care.
•
To protect our landscapes for future generations,
please ensure that native plant and animal habitat and
heritage sites are not disturbed.
What to bring
•
For longer walks take plenty of water, snacks and a
basic first aid kit.
•
Wear or take appropriate clothing and closed-toe
footwear and consider the need for a waterproof jacket
and sun protection.
•
Take a copy of the topographic map and compass and
be confident with how to use them.

Disclaimer

The Hills Shire Council has taken all reasonable care in providing walk descriptions and related information however does not provide any guarantee as to the completeness or
currency of the spatial and textual information that has been generated in this document. The use of the information provided herein is entirely at the user’s risk and The Hills Shire
Council accepts no responsibility for any loss, injury, damage, mishap or inconvenience sustained by anyone relying on the information contained within this document.
The geographical information provided for the walk route is a suggestion only and it is the responsibility of each person undertaking the bush walk to assess for themselves
the best and safest way to proceed through the walk. Each individual must exercise their own independent judgment as to whether the walk routes suggested by The Hills
Shire Council are safe for the walker having regard to their fitness, training, skill, age and experience.
All outdoor activities involve some risk of death or injury such as bush fires, snake bites, ankle sprains, heat exhaustion (as some examples only) and users of these maps
and bushwalking routes must be aware of such risks in carrying out a bushwalk and each individual bears their own responsibility for the potential risks.
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•

Consider bringing a mosquito spray or spray your
clothes prior to the walk.

Report
•
Report any fallen trees or other obstacles and any
pollution events in creeks and ponds.
Dogs
•
Dogs must be on a leash at all times when walking in
reserves and bushland areas.
Directions and Points of Interest
1.

From Aberdoon House walk to the traffic lights at Mile
End Road and cross over into William Harvey Reserve.
Follow the paved path past a former farm dam which
is now a wetland. Admire the lizard mosaic in the path
to the playground. Take next turn left and walk past a
series of installations featuring local birds.

2.

Turn right and follow the path along the valley. There
are interpretive signs about the history of the area and
signs indicating that the right hand side of the path is
a “No Mow Area”. This is to allow the regeneration of
indigenous plants.

3.

Turn right on to the gravel path beside the shelter.
Interpretive signs have been placed along this path to
describe the local flora, fauna and geology.

4.

Continue walking towards Withers Road and then turn
right to walk across the bridge over Caddies Creek.

5.

At the bus stop carefully cross Withers Road. Turn into
the paved path on the left and walk along the grassed
area beside the Water Control Basin, created to receive
storm water from properties in the area. This is a great
place to see water birds.

6.

Turn left on to the paved path at the end of the grassed
area and continue walking beside the lake. There is a
short path on the left down to the weir. Offers good
views across the lake.

7.

Return to the main path and continue walking for 200
metres along Evergreen Way.

8.

Turn left across a bridge to follow a path through
Forest Red Gum woodland to Milford Drive.

9.

Cross Milford Drive and walk into Milford Drive
Reserve. Walk along the paved path to a T junction.
Turn left. Notice how the vegetation has become more
heath-like as the track climbs out of the valley.

12. Walk to Withers Road and cross at the traffic lights.
Continue walking along Mile End Road along the
grassed area which is separated from the road by
a raised garden bed. This grassed area leads to the
entrance to William Harvey Reserve.
13. Turn right and cross Mile End Road at the traffic lights.
Retrace your steps back to the Rouse Hill Community
Centre car park through the grounds of Aberdoon
House.
Copyright
The base cadastre and contours information provided on
the following maps are subject to Copyright belonging to
NSW Spatial Services and the 2016 aerial photography
on this map is subject to Copyright belonging to Jacobs
SKM. All cadastre modifications including additional data
provided herein are subject to Copyright of The Hills Shire
Council.

10. Turn left to walk along Harvard Circuit to Maria Iori
Park. This park is named after the mother of the
Iori family who settled in Rouse Hill after coming
to Australia in 1932. Walk through Maria Iori Park
under the power lines to Mile End Road. Look for
interpretative sign.
11. Turn left. On the right hand side of the road is the
entrance to the Rouse Hill Water Recycling Plant. This
is Australia’s largest residential water recycling scheme
and treats 1.7 billion litres of recycled water each year
which is used by homes in the area for flushing toilets,
watering gardens, washing cars and other outdoor
uses.
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